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account (logos), 50
common (koinon), 91
present in the seed (sperma), 115

acting (poiēsis)
as taking place in the patient, 138

activity
as prior in account (kata logon) to capacity, 158

aether, 40
affection (pathos), 64, 231
Alexander of Aphrodisias, 77, 189, 190, 244,

253, 260
alteration (alloiōsis), 39, 41, 47, 61, 123
analogy, 16
appearances (phainomena), 69
assimilation, 125, 136
attention, 178, 187, 193
attentive part (prosektikon), 174, 192
attunement (harmonia), 68, 73
awareness, 124

reflective, 178, 224

being
in activity (energeiai), 92
in capacity (dunamei), 92, 112

body
as continuous (sunechēs), 101
as object of perception, 131, 163
as tool-like, 78
as unified, 103
differentiae (diaphorai) of, 164
formation of its parts, 118
structure of, 75

capacity (dunamis), 61, 89
discriminative (kritikē), 143
of the soul, 235
requires the relevant organs, 94

cause (aition), 37, 70
efficient, 106, 128, 237
formal, 237
material, 106

change (metabolē)
as requiring contact between agent and

patient, 116
cognition (gnōsis), 41, 123
color, 158
common sense (koinē aisthēsis), 176
as responsible for directing attention, 184

concoction (pepsis), 112
contact (haphē), 123, 138
continuous (sunechēs), 57, 98
contradoxa (paradoxa), 33, 36
contraries (enantia), 74, 80, 86, 144
as limiting the spectra for special

perceptibles, 167
co-perception (sunaisthēsis), 174, 188

Damascius, 193
decision (prohairesis), 252
definition (horismos or ti estin), 20, 22, 35
Democritus of Abdera, 36, 71
demonstration (apodeixis), 19, 34
dependence, ontological, 90, 97
desire (orexis), 247
dialectic, 20, 28, 31, 32, 34, 69
Diogenes Laertius, 33
Diogenes of Apollonia, 37, 42
divine (theios), 227
applied to understanding (nous), 240

dreams, 198
Dual Processing theory, 255

effluences (aporroai), 45
egg (ōion), 109
elements
as living forces, 43

embryo, 94
emergentism, 77
Empedocles, 42, 108, 120
as making soul the elements, 47
on cognition, 43
on perception, 45
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essence (to ti ēn einai), 67, 70, 91
as activity (energeia), 216
as fulfillment (entelecheia), 217
as object of understanding, 212
as one straightaway (euthus), 214
requires distinguishing from matter, 220

eternal life, aimed at by reproduction, 105
Eudemus, 80

fire, as subsidiary cause (sunaition), 120
first philosophy, 14, 230
for the sake of (heneka), 85, 99, 101
form (eidos), 47, 66, 67, 84, 99
as existing after the destruction of the

composite, 237
as taken on by the soul, 127
nous as form of forms (eidos eidōn), 211
perceiver and object identical in, 125
production of, 105
received without the matter, 122
shared by agent of change and its product, 115

fulfillment (entelecheia), 41, 231

generation, 104
as caused by motion (kinēsis), 117
in another, 111

genus, common, 90
grounding, 234
growth and diminution, 40

harmony, see attunement
heart, as first organ formed, 118
Heraclitus, 42
Homer, 42
homoiomerous bodies, qualities of, 170
homonymy, 67
hylomorphism, 66, 83, 229

Ibn Rushd (Averroes), 244
Ibn Sīnā (Avicenna), 244
images (phantasmata), 154
as without matter, 148

imagination (phantasia), 39, 249
as able to be false, 203
as cause of locomotion, 254
as cognizing apparent good, 253
as confused with perception, 206
as emotional, 257
as employed by understanding (nous),

245

as gullible, 260
as resulting from perception, 197
as type 1 process, 257

incorporeal (asōmatos), 36
Indiscernability of Identicals, 81

indivisible (adiairetos), applied to objects of
understanding (ta noēta), 212

induction (epagōgē), 22, 123
intelligibility
as present in degrees, 212

knowledge, scientific (epistēmē), 17

life, as a unity, 15
like-by-like principle, 37, 42, 45, 54
locomotion, 55
as caused by understanding, imagination, and

desire, 247
love, 42

magnitude (megethos), 50
mathematics, universal, 15
matter (hulē), 67
as needing to be separated to reach the

essence, 219
mean state (mesotēs), 145
medium, as a causal conduit, 141
Michael of Ephesus, 192
mixture (mixis), 82, 96
motion (kinēsis), 99
according to place, 39, 40
as the cause of generation, 117
causes of, 71
essential, 41
in another, 112
kinds of, 39
of elements, 39
perception a sort of, 131
perceptual movers as subject to, 38
requires active and passive relata, 137
requires an underlying subject

(hupokeimenon), 137
requires contact (haphē), 123
stored in the perceiver’s sense organs, 153

natural philosophers (phusiologoi), 66, 107
natural science (phusikē), 34, 229
nature (phusis), 99, 102
nourishment (trophē)
as growth-promoting, 113
as providing being to the organism, 113
ultimate (eschatē), 112

opinions (doxa), 36
ordered series (ephexēs), 90

part (morion), of the soul, 52
particular (kath’ hekaston), 128
perceiving that we perceive, 174
perceptible objects (aisthēta), 126, 130
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coincidental (kata sumbebēkos), 134, 155, 161,
162, 186

common (koina), 155, 163, 164, 166, 181
special (idia), 155, 164, 167, 170

perception, 45, 47, 55
as a kind of alteration (alloiōsis), 140
as good for animals, 169
as inherently reflexive, 190
as involving discrimination, 143
as mediated, 141
as receiving form without matter, 122
as something distinct from both perceiver and
perceived, 223

as true, 200
blind spots in, 145
coincidental as non-inferential, 160
co-perceiving (sunaisthanesthai), 188
error in, 198
error to be explained by phantasia, 206
modally specific, 135
not the cause of locomotion, 249
receives forms without the matter, 146
strength of movements, 181
the role of assimilation in, 136

perfection (teleiōsis), 112
Philodemus, 37
Philoponus, John, 79, 191
place (topos), 50, 52
Plato

body-soul relation, 229
on soul as mover, 40
on soul as self-mover, 38
Phaedo, 68
Republic, 243
soul as mixture of elements, 37
Theaetetus, 64
Timaeus, 37, 51, 52, 56, 229, 243

Plotinus, 193
Plutarch of Athens, 191
pneuma, 40
pores (poroi), 45
position (thesis), 33
potentiality, see capacity
power, see capacity
present in capacity (huparchei dunamei),

93, 97
principle (archē), 23, 34, 36, 70

arguing to a, 26
knowledge of, 18
male active, as ordering development, 119
of generation as both male and female, 110

Priscian, 188, 190
problem (problēma), 33
Proclus, 193
proportion (logos), 122, 144, 150

Protagoras, 201
Pythagoreans, 38

quality (poiotēs)
as basic feature of the world, 172

ratio (logos), 46, 47, 78, 84, 86, 167
reason (logos), 27
reason (nous), see understanding
reflexivity (epistreptikon), 191
relativism, 200
reproduction, pangenesis theory of, 107
reputable opinions (endoxa), 26, 29, 31, 32, 33,

69, 120

scientific knowledge (epistēmē), 39
seed (sperma), 107
as efficient cause via motion, 114
as including both male and female

principles, 110
as including the female contribution, 109

self-preservation, 105
semen (gonē), 109
sense modalities, 132, 152
sense organ
as affected by phantasia, 208
properties determined by its objects, 157

separable (chōristos), 50, 53, 229, 231
in account, 89, 232
in being, 233, 238
in magnitude (kata megethos), 60

shape (morphē), 66
Simplicius, 190, 253
soul
as acted upon by its cognitive objects, 60
as attunement, 72, 82
as beneficiary, 86
as efficient cause, 81
as emergent, 77
as final cause, 81, 83, 85, 101
as form, 84, 101, 231
as knowing all things, 42
as mover, 38, 54, 80
as not being a magnitude, 54
as not divisible (meristē) into spatial parts, 48
as not uniform (homoeidēs) across kinds, 48
as power, 79
as principle, 42, 96
as substance, 79, 82
as unaffected (apathēs), 61
as uniform (homoeidēs) within a composite, 48
attributes of (ta sumbebēkota), 35
capacities of, 89
composition and identity conditions, 243
location of its parts, 52
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soul (cont.)
no common genus of, 90
nutritive (threptikē), 104, 121
powers of, 256
progressive development of, 94
science of, 14
unity of, 88, 103, 215

starting point, see principle
strife, 42
substance (ousia), 88, 217, 234
cannot be composed of multiple actual

substances, 93
syllogism
dialectical, 24
practical, 251

synthesis, 129

teleology, 152, 169
theology, see first philosophy
Theophrastus, 37, 45, 188
Thomas Hobbes, 262
tool-like (organikon), 68
touch, objects of, 164

understanding (nous), 51, 53, 211
active (energeia), 240
as a magnitude, 57
as able to understand all things, 239

as defining rational soul, 229
as divine (theios), 240
as form of forms (eidos eidōn), 211
as immortal, 243
as itself one of the objects of understanding

(noēta), 218
as not being a magnitude, 59
as reflexive, 224
as separable (chōristos), 239
as understanding all things, 230
as unmixed (amigē) with body, 63
its use of imagination (phantasia), 245
objects of (ta noēta), 211
practical, 242, 251, 257, 262
subject to affection (pathētikos), 241
unity of understanding (to noein) and being

understood (to noeisthai), 224
unity (hen)
as a principle of cognition, 216
in itself (kath’auto), 213

universal (katholou), 128

valences, 262
vital heat, 115

wish (boulēsis), 252

Xenocrates, 42
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